NANCY PELOSI IN HEBREW GEMATRIA
Nancy Patricia D’Alesandro (Maiden Name)
By David Ben Ya’akov

Proofs In Zodiacs – To start, we at the Delusion Resistance do not subscribe to Astrology in any
way, shape, or form. A look at her chart however does show that her personality is strong, she
doesn’t cave to pressure and she is determined to see things through to the end. Again, I/we do
not practice astrology, but that isn’t to say that Nancy Pelosi doesn’t, and perhaps when she saw
her astrological chart, she might have adapted herself to what she read rather than the text
showing her natural character. Nancy, like many Roman Catholics, holds an ecumenical
worldview, meaning that she likes her religion, but respects and condones all other religions,
especially if she can manipulate their doctrine into her purpose. That, and the fact that most of
Washington DC do consult in horoscopes and/or astrological readings, I do not find it hard to
believe that Nancy Pelosi runs with the rest of the crowd.
Buy XRP – A cryptic coin. When searching this crypto-currency the following came up in the
search, found on the coinspice.io website: “US Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, recently
announced historic impeach proceedings against President Trump. While she battles in DC, she’s
going to have another fight in her district. Cryptocurrency advocate Agatha Bacelar is running
for Pelosi’s seat. According to her site, Agatha Bacelar ‘understands the importance of this
breakthrough technology, and that the U.S. cannot be left behind.’” Could this mean that Nancy
Pelosi will be replaced by someone that understands and knows how to use modern ways and
currency? Maybe “Buy XRP” means to drop Pelosi and vote for a younger successor.

The United States of America: The research by A. Ralph Epperson shows that the Constitution
designates the United States (with that spelling) as an entity all unto itself and that it constitutes
the land area that we call Washington D.C. We become part of that entity when we enter into a
contract with that entity, like when we get a Social Security number. His work also shows that
Congress has unlimited powers, thus it has authority over all matters of government and the
American People. Nancy is a large part of this de facto government and when you read that she’s
the most powerful woman in America, that is true.
Judith Maria – Nothing now, but maybe a futuristic event or person
Bad News – Nancy Pelosi is the queen of bad news. She and her cohorts control the liberal press.
They get air time on all networks and fabricate lies. She is the power behind “Fake News.”
Thousand Points of Light – This is an Illuminist phrase. It points to 1000 points of light (could
it be 1000 fallen angels?) that will be beacons for the New World Order. Nancy Pelosi’s politics
are more akin to Illuminati (communistic) thought than they are the politics of a Constitutional
Republic.
Triton Cristasus – Amphibian, a crested newt found in Europe. Could this be an inference that
Nancy Pelosi is a chimera? Or, could it mean that she’s a reptilian in disguise of a human
woman? And yes, I know that amphibians and reptiles are two different things.
You Are Not Alone – If this is to encourage Nancy then it goes to show that there are millions
of fallen angels and Nephilim that are present to help her to destroy America.
Nonsense Doesn’t Count - Nonsense is defined as: “NON'SENSE, noun 1. No sense; words or
language which have no meaning, or which convey no just ideas; absurdity. 2. Trifles; things of
no importance.” Many times, when this woman speaks, it makes no sense, or she sounds

inebriated. This word equivalent I think is to warn Nancy that Nonsense is null and void in the
grand scheme of things. It might also mean that her reign in the House of Representatives will be
seen by historians as nonsense and her legacy will be minimal at best.
June Nineth – Many battles started on this day. According to astrology, Pelosi was born when
the sun was in Aries. Aries is Mars, the Greco/Roman god of war. Note: the word Nineth is
spelled wrong. The correct spelling, at least in modern English is Ninth. I included it here
because it reveals a truth even though it is spelled wrong.
Cease to Do Evil – This appears to be an appeal, rather than a command. I do believe that Nancy
Pelosi may be salvageable, where YHVH is concerned, but she needs to turn from her sin and
repent before any promise can be made to her.
Stop Being So Silly – In Webster’s 1828 Dictionary, “silly” is defined as: “SIL'LY, adjective
[Heb. This may be radically the same word, with a prefix. Class Sl. No. 26] Weak in intellect;
foolish; witless; destitute of ordinary strength of mind; simple; as a silly man; a silly child.”
Listening to Nancy Pelosi talk or act often manifests the fact that she is quite silly.
Mystic Eye – According to the Illuminati, the Mystic Eye is the third eye of one existence, the
sixth sense, so to speak. It represents the spiritual part of human existence. In Masonic tradition,
the Mystic Eye is the “All-Seeing Eye of God,” which can be found on the back of the US One
Dollar Bill. This phrase ties Nancy Pelosi in with the Deep State and Elite community that runs
the world.
Satanic Coven – We know that Satan is a name that is given to Lucifer. Lucifer is the god of the
Elites, the Masons, and the Illuminants. To say that Nancy Pelosi is a member of a Luciferian
agenda is more a probability than a possibility.

Benevolent Alien – First off, there are no such things as aliens. They are fallen angels. Why
would the name be a benevolent alien? Benevolent aliens, according to UFO culture, are Nordics
that have Scandinavian characteristics. Many people equate them with good angels. Seeing that
Nancy’s name has the same value as a newt (amphibian) and as we will see below, a family of
large lizards, it is possible that Nancy is akin to reptilians and is disguised as a good alien, in the
human form of course.
Cuvins – Periwinkles – contain poisons called vincristine and vinblastine, both agents used for
chemotherapy. Controlled Poisoning. It is no secret that Nancy is a member of the Deep State,
therefore she is controlled by Elites. Elites like George Soros have said that they are working to
destroy the United States. They are using all sorts of poison to bring about a slow but agonizing
death. Thankfully, we have Donald Trump to thwart their efforts.
Despotic Tyrant – Yes, she has every earmark of this title. This tree bears bad fruit.
The Dens of Evil – Whether it be meeting with the Illuminati Elites or working in the House of
Representatives, she inhabits the Dens of Evil.
Salvator – A genus of lizards, Monitor Lizard: Again, we have reference to an
amphibian/reptilian foundation in Nancy Pelosi’s existence.

